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PLANT HIRE 

10ft Container 3 diver spread
and dive control
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10ft Container 3 diver spread and dive control

Our purpose built 3 diver spread is insulated and lined, heated, certified lighting, electrics, 360 degrees 
of CCTV in and outside of dive control, Loud hailer, VHF radio, knife switch for burning and welding, 
power charging station including usb ports, The panel is complete with O2 analysers, flow meters and 
depth gauges, so the operator has full access to all the equipment required to ensure a safe dive. The 
panel includes two independent air inlets per diver, one HP and one LP for each. Designed and manu-
factured in accordance to IMCA D023, HSE guidelines, BSI quality standards & CE approvals. Testing 
and certification in accordance with IMCA D018.
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The camera system is a C-Tecnics custom rack system assemblies which can provide up to 4 video 
recording channels , 4 communications channels (simplex and duplex), digital depth monitoring and 
depth profiling, with a built-in backup power supply and high definition monitors. 

This spread has the added luxury of a C-DVR Blackbox has the ability to record 2 video channels 
independently, triggered by camera power reference. In the event of power loss the C-DVR has 
an internal battery backup, which keeps the recording devices live and also has the function of an 
emergency power backup to keep the cameras powered up.The C-DVR also includes front USB ports 
for downloading internally stored videos to external storage devices. The USB ports can also be used 
to simultaneously record to both internal and external storage devices.
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MMC has a range of Kirby Morgan 27’s, 37’s and 28’s fitted with underwater helmet mounted 
C-Tecnics camera and lighting units available on a range of Cortland Umbilicals up to 150 meters.

MMC have a range of air supplies from electric and petrol LP and HP Compressors, 16 Cylinder caged 
gas quad, and individual 50 liter 300 bar gas storage cylinders.


